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ABSTRACT

The conformational pathways and the free energy
variations for base opening into the major and
minor grooves of a B-DNA duplex are studied using
umbrella sampling molecular dynamics simulations.
We compare both GC and AT base pair opening
within a double-stranded d(GAGAGAGAGAGAG)´
d(CTCTCTCTCTCTC) oligomer, and we are also able
to study the impact of opening on the conforma-
tional and dynamic properties of DNA and on the
surrounding solvent. The results indicate a two-
stage opening process with an initial coupling of
the movements of the bases within the perturbed
base pair. Major and minor groove pathways are
energetically comparable in the case of the pyrimi-
dine bases, but the major groove pathway is favored
for the larger purine bases. Base opening is coupled
to changes in speci®c backbone dihedrals and
certain helical distortions, including untwisting and
bending, although all these effects are dependent
on the particular base involved. Partial opening also
leads to well de®ned water bridging sites, which
may play a role in stabilizing the perturbed base
pairs.

INTRODUCTION

Nucleic acids undergo a wide variety of thermally induced
¯uctuations that occur on timescales ranging from pico-
seconds to milliseconds and with spatial extents ranging from
fractions of an angstrom to tens of angstroms. These
¯uctuations can play important roles in the biological
functioning of the nucleic acids. In the case of DNA,
¯uctuations in local helical conformation, which occur on
the picosecond to nanosecond timescale, play a signi®cant role
in speci®c protein±DNA binding by enabling proteins to
indirectly probe the base sequence via local changes in
mechanical and dynamic behavior.

Amongst the larger deformations of the double helix, base
pair disruption is a necessary step to making reactive sites on
the bases accessible for chemical attack. Base opening, by

which we imply the destruction of Watson±Crick hydrogen
bonding within a base pair and movement of at least one base
out of helical stack, is an intrinsic part of enzyme-catalyzed
DNA modi®cations, such as selective methylation (1). It is
also the ®rst step in the larger scale disruption of the double
helix necessary for both replication and transcription. Since
the bases are held within the double helix both by
Watson±Crick hydrogen bonding and by base stacking, base
opening involves much higher activation energies than simple
helical deformations, typically of the order of 10±20 kcal
mol±1, and consequently it occurs on much longer timescales,
typically of the order of tens of milliseconds (2).

Base pair opening can be studied indirectly by following the
exchange of labile base protons with the surrounding solvent
(3). NMR spectroscopy has proved to be an excellent tool for
such purposes (2,4±6). In the case of the imino protons of
thymine and guanine, NMR studies, as a function of catalyst
concentration and of temperature, have enabled the kinetic and
thermodynamic parameters of base opening to be obtained for
a number of base sequences. Within canonical B-DNA,
adenine±thymine (AT) and guanine±cytosine (GC) pairs are
typically associated with opening times of 1±10 and 5±50 ms,
respectively, while open bases have lifetimes of the order of a
few nanoseconds (2). Certain sequences, such as A tracts
(AnTm, where n > 3, m > 0), can lead to an order of magnitude
slower exchange rates for thymine (4), while runs of GC pairs
appear to accelerate guanine imino exchange (7).

Experimental studies are however unable to de®ne the
conformational changes involved in opening and thus the
exact nature of an `open' state. Although conformations with
bases trapped out of helical stack have been observed
crystallographically within DNA (8) and within DNA±
protein complexes (1), it is not clear whether these states are
directly related to spontaneous base opening in solution. A
number of theoretical studies of opening have thus been
carried out by molecular mechanics (9±13), molecular
dynamics (MD) (14,15) and Brownian dynamics (16,17).
However, it has only recently become possible to calculate the
free energy pathways associated with base opening. This
progress has been achieved by the combination of increased
computer power, improvements in force ®elds (18,19) and,
notably, improved treatment of long-range electrostatic inter-
actions (20,21), which enable stable, multi-nanosecond
simulations of DNA to be obtained. We made a ®rst step in
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this direction using a geometrical opening restraint developed
for molecular mechanics studies (11) associated with umbrella
sampling MD simulations (22±24). Compared to earlier
approaches, which either forced the bases of a pair apart
with a distance restraint (14,15) or used simpli®ed models
assuming the dominant role of given backbone dihedrals
(12,13), our restraint enables each base of the pair to be
controlled individually, without any prior assumptions as to
the conformational consequences of opening. We used this
approach to study AT base pair opening in a B-DNA oligomer
with a repeating d(GAGAGAGAGAGA) sequence (25), and
later extended this to ¯ipping a cytosine completely out of
stack within the target sequence of the HhaI methyltransferase
enzyme (26). A similar study of a related sequence was also
undertaken by Banavali and MacKerell (27) using a different
opening restraint, a different force ®eld and a different
sampling protocol, but with qualitatively similar results. In the
present paper, we compare both AT and GC opening within a
single repeating sequence B-DNA oligomer, and extend our
earlier studies to a more thorough investigation of the
consequences of base opening on neighboring base pairs,
the phosphodiester backbones, local and global helical
conformations and the environment of solvent and
counterions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All simulations were performed with the AMBER program
version 6.0 (28) using the Parm99 force ®eld (29). A double-
stranded DNA 13mer with the sequence d(GAGAGAGAGA-
GAG)´d(CTCTCTCTCTCTC) was ®rst constructed in a
canonical B-DNA conformation. The molecule was then
neutralized by the addition of 24 Na+ counterions positioned
using the electrostatic potential of the solute. The system was
then solvated with 5940 TIP3P water molecules, correspond-
ing to a solvent layer of at least 10 AÊ , within a truncated
octahedral box, which, after equilibration, had a face-to-face
dimension of 62 AÊ . All calculations were carried out using
periodic boundary conditions. Long range electrostatic inter-
actions were treated using the particle-mesh Ewald approach
(20,21) with a 9 AÊ direct space cutoff. The simulations were
performed at constant temperature and pressure using the
Berendsen algorithm (30), and the center of mass motion of
the system was removed every 10 ps. Bond lengths involving
hydrogen atoms were constrained using SHAKE (31). The
equations of motion were integrated using the Verlet algorithm
and a 2 fs time step.

The solvent and counterions were relaxed by energy
minimization and allowed to equilibrate around a static
DNA molecule during 100 ps at 300 K and constant volume.
This simulation was then continued for 50 ps, partially
relaxing the DNA by applying harmonic restraints to each
atom of 5 kcal mol±1 AÊ ±2. These restraints were ®nally relaxed
over a period of 250 ps at constant pressure, and an
unrestrained simulation of 2 ns was performed before base
opening trajectories were begun.

Base opening was controlled using a geometrical restraint
developed during our earlier molecular mechanics studies
(11). This restraint, which has been added to the AMBER
program, ®rst involves projecting the glycosidic bond of the
opening base (C1¢±N1 for pyrimidines or C1¢±N9 for purines)

into a plane containing the C1¢±C1¢ vector and normal to a
local helical axis vector U. U is determined by calculating the
mean of the vectors joining the C1¢ atoms of the nucleotides
on either side of the opening base pair in each strand and then
calculating the perpendicular projection of this vector with
respect to the C1¢±C1¢ vector of the opening base pair. The
opening angle is then calculated between the projected
glycosidic bond and the C1¢±C1¢ vector. This ensures that
the opening angle indeed measures base opening towards the
grooves and not base buckling within the helical stack of base
pairs (11). In canonical B-DNA, the opening angle q has a
value of ~55° for the bases of a Watson±Crick pair. If we
de®ne the sign of the rotation of base using an axis pointing in
the 5¢±3¢ direction of the corresponding strand, then positive
(right-handed) rotation around this axis leads to increasing q
and base opening into the major groove. Negative (left-
handed) rotation leads to decreasing q and base opening into
the minor groove. It is remarked that Banavali and MacKerell
(27) controlled base opening using a pseudo-dihedral angle
between four center of mass coordinates corresponding to the
opening base, its attached sugar, the adjacent sugar (5¢ for C
opening and 3¢ for G opening) and its associated base pair. In
contrast with our approach, this restraint exerts forces only on
one side of the opening base, but the consequences of this are
not easy to judge.

After equilibration of the relaxed oligomer, the opening of
the bases belonging to the AT and GC pairs closest to the
center of the molecule (A8:T19 and G7:C20, numbering each
strand of the oligomer in the 5¢±3¢ direction and starting with
the GA strand) was studied using umbrella sampling (22±24).
This consisted of a series of simulation `windows' for steadily
increasing or decreasing values of q. For each window i, q was
modi®ed by 5° and restrained to the new value using a
harmonic biasing potential Vi(q) with a force constant of
k = 0.05 kcal mol±1 degree±2. We then carried out 50 ps of
simulation to equilibrate this conformation, followed by 150 ps
of further simulation in order to sample the ¯uctuations of q.
The conformation obtained at the end of this sampling was
used as the starting point for the following window. It is again
remarked that this contrasts with the work of Banavali and
MacKerell (27), who generated the starting conformations for
the entire opening pathway before beginning sampling, using
5 ps of simulation per window and a strong force constant. Our
opening pathways required a total of 41 windows for each
base, starting with the window corresponding to the relaxed
base pair and adding 20 windows in the direction of each
groove (changing q by a total of 6100°). During the sampling
phase of each window, the values of q were stored in bins with
a width of 0.5° in order to generate a biased probability
histogram, P*i(q). It was veri®ed that adjacent histograms
showed signi®cant overlaps, indicating that all values of q
within the desired range had been appropriately sampled.
[Note that sampling was carried out with a 50% smaller
restraining force constant than in our earlier simulations (25).]

These histograms were used to obtain the potential of mean
force (PMF) or free energy associated with base opening either
by a simple splicing algorithm or by the constant temperature
weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) (32±34). In the
®rst case, the free energy of the ith window Wi(q) is given by:

Wi(q) = ±kBT ln[P*i(q)] ± Vi(q) + Ci 1
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the constant
temperature and Ci is a coef®cient that can be adjusted to
ensure the continuity of the free energy curve at the points of
maximum overlap between successive window probability
distributions. Note that the splicing method only takes into
account non-overlapping sections of the probability distribu-
tions. In contrast, in the WHAM approach, the unbiased
probability distribution P(q) is calculated from the complete
biased probability distribution as:

P(q) = [å P*i(q)] / [å ni exp {[Fi ± Vi(q)] / kBT}] 2

where ni is the number of data points in window i and the
coef®cients Fi are de®ned by:

Fi = ±kBT ´ òln P(q) exp [±Vi(q) / kBT] dq 3

All sums run over the total number of windows sampled. Once
equations 2 and 3 have been iterated to achieve self-
consistency (using a tolerance of 10±4), the relative free
energy at a given opening angle q is obtained as:

W(q) = ±kBT ln P(q) 4

Convergence of the free energy results was checked by
comparing the results obtained with 50 and 100 ps of sampling
to those with 150 ps, and also by repeating many of the
opening pathways with different initial atomic velocities. Both
these methods suggest that the results obtained are precise to
~1±2 kcal mol±1 (25,26).

We analyzed the structure of DNA along the base opening
pathways using the helicoidal and backbone parameters
calculated with the CURVES program (35). Global helicoidal
parameters were employed and the helical axis was generated
without reference to the opening base pair or the terminal base
pairs in order to avoid the perturbations this would cause.
Axial bending was calculated as the angle between the ends of
the CURVES helical axis using only four base pairs on either
side of the opening base. The direction of bending was
obtained by calculating where the end-to-end vector of the
overall helical axis intersected a plane perpendicular to the
helical axis at the level of the opening base pair. The reference
for calculating the bending direction (0°) was taken to be the
major groove dyad in the central plane and its sign was de®ned
using right-hand rotation around an axis pointing in the 5¢±3¢
direction of the GA strand. Note that histograms with respect
to bending direction only include conformations for which the
bending amplitude was >15°.

Atomic accessibilities were calculated using a Korobov grid
of 610 points per atom, Pauling atomic radii and a probe
sphere of 1.4 AÊ radius (36). Solvent structure was studied by
accumulating the positions of the water molecules surround-
ing the perturbed base pairs using 1 ps snapshots during the
150 ps of trajectory at each opening angle. In order to de®ne an
axis system around the opening base pair, we used the C1¢±C1¢
vector of the perturbed base pair as the x-axis, the local helical
axis U as the z-axis and major groove dyad, de®ned by the
vector product of the two former vectors, as the y-axis. Water
molecules were only considered if their oxygen atoms fell
with x = y = 68 AÊ and z = 61 AÊ .

Excluding both repeated opening pathways, and the
extended simulations carried out for certain partially open
states, ~35 ns of simulation were necessary to complete this
study. Calculations were performed partially on a Linux PC
cluster using two 1.2 GHz processors for each run and
requiring ~1 week per nanosecond of simulation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We divide the discussion of our umbrella sampling simula-
tions into three sections dealing respectively with the
energetics of base opening, its structural consequences for
the DNA oligomer and the associated changes in solvent
distribution around the oligomer.

Free energy pro®le and base movements

The opening free energy pro®les for the four bases are shown
in Figure 1. As in our earlier publications (25,26), we describe
opening with the relative opening angle Dq. This angle is
de®ned as q±q0, where q0 is the value of q in the unperturbed
DNA duplex. The average structures obtained from our initial
dynamic simulations indicate that q0 is 55 6 2° for all the
bases studied. Following the de®nitions given in the preceding
section, positive Dq values correspond to base opening into the
major groove and negative values to opening into the minor
groove.

Figure 1 shows that the free energy pro®les for opening
each of the four bases can be divided into two regimes: a
quadratic zone for ±20° < Dq < +25° and a roughly linear zone
beyond these values. Reaching the limit of the quadratic zone
requires free energy increases of ~7±11 kcal mol±1, with
slightly lower values on the major groove side (Dq > 0) for all
bases except guanine. Opening until Dq = 6100° requires a
total free energy input of 13±23 kcal mol±1. Although all four
bases can be opened into both the major and minor grooves,
the free energy pro®le is only roughly symmetric for the
pyrimidines, while the purines show a clear energetic prefer-
ence of 7±9 kcal mol±1 for opening into the major groove. It is
nevertheless remarked that cytosine also has lower free energy
values for intermediate opening angles along the major groove
pathway.

Figure 1. Free energy curves as a function of the relative opening angle Dq
with respect to the relaxed position of each base within the central AT and
GC pairs of a B-DNA 13mer with an alternating GA sequence. Purine
pathways are shown as solid lines and pyrimidine pathways as dotted lines.
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These results are very similar to those presented in our
earlier publication (25) concerning AT opening, despite minor
changes in the force ®eld used and in the simulation protocol.
They are also similar to the results of Banavali and Mackerell
(27), for small opening angles. However, these authors ®nd
virtually no energy increase beyond the quadratic zone. In
setting up the protocol for simulating base opening, we
repeated most of the opening pathways shown in Figure 1
more than once. These results con®rmed the ®ndings we have
described and showed that the free energy curves could be
reproduced to within ~2 kcal mol±1. These studies however
also revealed some rarer events which are discussed shortly.

As previously seen for the AT base pair (25), opening either
base leads to coupled movements of the paired partner. This is
illustrated in Figure 2. In each diagram, the horizontal axis
refers to the restrained opening base and the vertical axis to the
paired partner, whose freely varying opening angle is plotted.
The basic behavior in each case is that for small opening
angles, the partner follows the opening base, before springing
back, somewhat like the behavior of saloon doors. This
coupling is strongest for controlled thymine opening and
weakest for cytosine. For larger opening angles, the partner
base may again move, towards either of the grooves,
presumably to reinforce its stacking with the neighboring
base pairs.

If we look at the effect of base opening on the neighboring
base pairs, no signi®cant perturbation is seen when opening
either adenine or thymine, in line with our earlier results
(11,25). However, a striking change occurs for opening
cytosine into the minor groove, when the adjacent 3¢-thymine
was found to open in a coupled manner, maintaining stacking
with the restrained cytosine. This effect is illustrated by the
dotted line in the bottom right-hand diagram of Figure 2,
which plots the progress of the thymine opening angle. In
order to verify that cytosine opening signi®cantly weakens the
adjacent AT pair, we re-calculated the free energy pro®le for

thymine opening into the minor groove, with the 5¢-cytosine
held at Dq = ±55°. The result (Fig. 3) shows that thymine can
now reach an opening angle of ±50° for a free energy cost of
4 kcal mol±1 (b) compared to almost 12 kcal mol±1 when the
adjacent GC pair is unperturbed (a). No such coupling of
adenine to guanine opening was seen, although one of the
pathways calculated for guanine displacement into the minor
groove did show disruption of the AT pair. This coupling
requires further studies, but suggests that the strictly local
nature of base pair opening (37) may not hold for all base
sequences.

We now turn to another speci®c event that involved one of
the pro®les calculated for adenine opening. This pro®le
(Fig. 4b) is very similar to the `normal' pro®le (Fig. 4a and
already presented in Fig. 1) on the minor groove side, but
exhibits an energy minimum for Dq = ~50° on the major
groove side. Analysis of the solvent and ion environment in
this simulation showed that two sodium counterions were
close to the opening base, whereas this was not the case for the
normal pro®le. We consequently re-sampled the opening
pro®le, starting from Dq = 10°, after having moved the sodium
ions in question further away from DNA, by exchanging their
positions with those of two distant water molecules and re-
equilibrating the system. The resulting pro®le (Fig. 4c)
now closely resembles the original free energy pathway.
This demonstrates a general problem with slowly moving

Figure 2. Coupling movements within base pairs during opening. The solid
curve (Dq vertical axis) shows movement of the paired base during opening
of the restrained base (Dq horizontal axis). In the case of cytosine opening
(bottom right) the dotted curve shows the movement of thymine on the 3¢
side of the restrained base.

Figure 3. Free energy curves for thymine opening into the minor groove:
(a) reference curve, as shown in Figure 1; (b) curve obtained when the
adjacent 5¢-cytosine is pre-opened into the minor groove by 55°.

Figure 4. Free energy curves for adenine opening: (a) reference curve, as
shown in Figure 1; (b) curve perturbed by the proximity of two sodium
counterions; (c) curve recalculated after moving the two counterions away
from the opening base.
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counterions for nanosecond scale simulations, which we are
currently trying to characterize more quantitatively.

Conformational changes

Hydrogen bonding, accessibility and base orientation. We
now look at the conformational consequences of base opening.
First, it is interesting to ask when the base pair hydrogen bonds
break along the base opening pro®les. The results are shown in
Figure 5 as horizontal bars. Bars are plotted when the
corresponding hydrogen bond donor±acceptor distance (i.e.
between the heavy atoms) is <3.5 AÊ and deviates from
linearity by <30°. Solid lines refer to purine opening and
dotted lines to pyrimidine opening. The free energy pro®les,
which are also plotted in Figure 5, show that their quadratic
zones indeed refer to elastic distortions of the base pairs, since
the Watson±Crick hydrogen bonds almost always break at the
limits of these zones. It is however interesting to note that, for
the GC pair, the O6±N4 bond, which lies on the major groove
side of this base pair, persists for minor groove opening until
Dq = ±50°. Conversely, the N2±O2 bond on the minor groove
side persists for major groove opening until Dq = 80°. For
larger opening angles, both the GC and AT pairs form
unconventional hydrogen bonds, due to the proximity of
appropriate acceptor and donor groups. The zones corres-
ponding to these new interactions, G(N1)±C(O2), G(N2)±
C(N3) and A(N6)±T(O2), are also illustrated in Figure 5.

We can attempt to determine which value of Dq is likely to
correspond to `opening' as de®ned experimentally by the
observation of imino proton exchange with the surrounding
solvent (2). This can be measured by following the surface

accessibility of the imino protons of thymine and guanine as
these bases open. Figure 6 shows that these protons only
become signi®cantly accessible once the base pair hydrogen
bonds have been broken and the opening bases have moved
out of the helical stack. This only occurs for Dq values of
~650°. It is of note that, in Figure 5, thymine has a lower
accessibility for major groove opening compared to our earlier
simulations (25). This is related to stronger overall bending
and positive roll angles between the base pairs ¯anking the
opening base (see discussion below).

It is also noted that accessibility does not necessarily
increase monotonically for increased opening. This is because
once the opening base escapes from the helical stack, it need
not remain in a plane more or less perpendicular to the DNA
axis. Base rotation is strongest for minor groove opening and,
as a result, the imino proton of thymine at Dq = ±80° becomes
practically inaccessible (Fig. 6). Base rotation into the groove
appears to be advantageous both because it enables the
relatively hydrophobic base faces to be shielded from aqueous
solution and also because it allows hydrogen bond formation
between the open base and either base or backbone sites within
the grooves. We do not detail these interactions since they are
strongly dependent on the nature of the opening base and on
the surrounding DNA sequence. It should however be noted
that rotation into the minor groove places the opening base on
the 5¢ side, with respect to its own strand.

Backbone conformation. A detailed analysis of the changes in
backbone conformations as base opening occurs show several
general features. First, the dihedral angles which constitute the
dinucleotide junctions adjacent to the opening base, or
belonging to the equivalent junctions in the complementary
strand, often show an increase in their oscillations or undergo
full transitions, including: a: g± ® g+; b: t ® g+; g: g+ ® t or,
more rarely, g+ ® g±; and ez: BI (tg±) ® BII (g±t). These
changes are likely to be the consequence of an increase in
conformational freedom corresponding to the destruction of
base stacking on either side of the opening base.

Several trends in the dihedral angle changes can be
observed: transitions in the strand containing the opening
base tend to occur on the 5¢ side of this base for opening into
the minor groove and on the 3¢ side for opening into the major
groove. The complementary strand shows an inverse tendency

Figure 5. Hydrogen bonds formed within the AT and GC base pairs as a
function of base opening. The horizontal lines indicate hydrogen bond with
distances <3.5 AÊ and <30° departure from linearity. The opening free
energy pro®les are shown for reference. Solid lines indicate purine opening
and dotted lines indicate pyrimidine opening.

Figure 6. Percentage surface accessibilities (with respect to the isolated
bases) for the imino protons of guanine N1 (solid line) and thymine N3
(dotted line) as a function of the opening angle Dq. Values are calculated
from the averaged conformation after 150 ps of sampling at the speci®ed
opening angle using a probe sphere representing a water molecule (radius
1.4 AÊ ).
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and also exhibits a high proportion of ez: BI ® BII transitions.
None of these effects, however, appears to be indispensable
for base opening as their occurrence depends on which base is
involved and on which pathway is studied. Indeed, all these
changes are likely to be coupled to the base±groove
interactions discussed above, and are thus also sensitive to
the nature of the opening base and to its surrounding sequence.

If we now turn to ®ner conformational changes, it is
possible to ®nd more direct coupling with base opening. This
is the case for z on the 3¢ side of the opening base (Fig. 7),
which moves from its average value of ~±90° to values of
~±70° as opening occurs into either groove. This coupling has
already been invoked by Chen et al. (12,13) in a series of
reduced (and constrained) coordinate molecular mechanics
studies as a means of provoking base opening. The z dihedral
seems to be a good candidate for this purpose since its central
O3¢±P bond is almost perpendicular to the base pair plane. We
carried out preliminary MD simulations to test this mechanism
(data not shown), but were unable to produce any base
opening. We thus conclude that although z and opening are
coupled, the changes in z are a consequence of opening and
not a driving force. It is of note that, in addition to the ®ne
changes in the 3¢ z angle, Figure 7 also shows temporary
g± ® t transitions, which coincide with breaking the hydrogen
bonds of the base pairs along the major groove opening
pathway for each of the bases studied. It is reasonable to
assume that these changes may also be part of the opening
mechanism.

Sugar phase also appears to show quite strong coupling to
base opening, moving from typical south (around C2¢-endo) to
north (C3¢-endo) puckers as opening occurs. For the minor
groove pathway, these changes generally involve the nucle-
otide on the 5¢ side of the opening base, whereas for the major
groove pathway it is the sugar of the opening base itself that
transits. Similar pucker changes occur in the complementary
strand, but can involve either the facing nucleotide or its 5¢ or
3¢ neighbors. Lastly, signi®cant changes in the glycosidic

angle c also occur, but these are directly related to the rotation
of the opening base into the groove of the duplex which have
been discussed above.

Helical conformation. We have looked at the in¯uence of base
opening both on the helical conformation surrounding the
perturbed base pair and on the overall structure of the duplex.
The ®rst study involved calculating the CURVES (35) inter-
base pair parameters (shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll, twist) between
the base pairs that ¯ank the opening base. The results show
variations of ~1 AÊ for the translational parameters and of ~10°
(tilt) or ~20° (twist and roll) for the rotational parameters as
base opening occurs towards either groove. Few of these
parameters, however, show clear trends linked to opening. The
main exception to this rule involves the pyrimidine opening
pathways. For both cytosine and thymine, twist decreases
regularly as these bases are opened into either groove (as
shown by the upper two curves in Fig. 8). In the case of the
major groove pathway, unwinding is accompanied by an
increase in roll (lower two curves in Fig. 8), which closes
down the distance between the ¯anking base pairs on the
major groove side and results in strong bending into the major
groove (see below). The trend to increasingly positive roll for
major groove opening is also visible for the purines (data not
shown), although the changes are smaller than those seen for
pyrimidine opening.

The second study looked for evidence of coupling between
base opening and bending, as found in our earlier work (9±11).
Figure 9 shows histograms of bending amplitude and direction
for each opening base. In order to accumulate suf®cient data,
we have divided the opening pathway into three segments: Dq
< ±50° corresponding to signi®cant minor groove opening
(shown in blue in Fig. 9), Dq > 50° corresponding to
signi®cant major groove opening (shown in green) and ±50°
< Dq < 50° corresponding to only moderately perturbed base
pairing (shown in red). These results can be contrasted with
5 ns of data on the relaxed DNA oligomer, shown by the black
lines in each diagram. Before base opening, the helix has a
mean bending amplitude of ~10°. This bending is rather
anisotropic and clearly favoring bending towards the major
groove direction in the center of the oligomer. This result is in
line with other MD results (38) and with observations from
crystallographic data (39). Once the base pair is disrupted (red
curves), a small increase in bending amplitude occurs,

Figure 7. Changes in z (C3¢±O3¢±P±O5¢) on the 3¢ side of the opening base
as a function of Dq. Solid lines correspond to purines and dotted lines to
pyrimidines.

Figure 8. Changes in the helical parameters twist (upper two curves) and
roll (lower two curves) between the base pairs ¯anking the opening base as
a function of Dq. Solid lines correspond to thymine opening and dotted
lines to cytosine opening.
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associated, in the case of A and T, with a sharpening of the
bending direction histogram around the major groove dyad.
This trend continues for signi®cant opening into the minor
groove (blue curves), where all bases show an increase in
bending amplitude. The bending direction is once again
focused around the major groove dyad, with the exception of
thymine which shows a bias towards the TC strand. Signi®cant
opening into the major groove (green curves) provokes even
stronger bending for all bases except adenine, although, once
again, the favored bending direction is into the major groove
(although cytosine also shows some of bending towards the
minor groove). We have tested these results, which were
accumulated during the opening process, with a number of
longer simulations where the open base is held at a ®xed Dq
angle. An example of this can be seen in the plots for thymine,
where the blue and green dotted curves correspond to results
obtained over 1 ns at Dq = ±65° and Dq = +65°, respectively.
These curves show similar results to the data accumulated
during the opening process, although the bias of bending
towards the TC strand for minor groove thymine opening is
enhanced. We can conclude that opening and bending are
indeed coupled, although, in contrast to the predictions of our

earlier molecular mechanics studies (9±11), enhanced bending
is dominantly in the major groove direction, rather than in the
direction opposite to base opening.

Solvation

We have looked at the impact of base pair opening on the
distribution of water around the double helix by sampling
water positions within a 16 3 16 3 2 AÊ box centered on the
opening base pair (see Materials and Methods). Water oxygen
positions, which were sampled every 1 ps for 150 ps in each
window, are indicated by colored spheres. Each water
molecule is assign a different color, although, given the
limited number of colors which can be visually distinguished,
geometrically distant waters may be allocated the same colors.
This graphic enables persistently occupied hydration sites to
be easily visualized. The results in Figure 10 refer to the
unperturbed AT and GC base pairs and show that well de®ned
hydration sites have water residency times of the order of tens
of picoseconds, for example around the pyrimidine O2 groups.
This is compatible with current values deduced from NMR
experiments (40). During disruption of the base pairs,
the coupled base movements discussed in Backbone

Figure 10. Water distributions sampled during 150 ps around the relaxed
AT and GC base pairs (Dq = 0°). Colored spheres indicate water oxygen
atoms lying within a 16 3 16 3 2 AÊ box centered on the base pair. Each
water molecule has a ®xed color during the sampling, but, due to a limited
palette, distant waters may be assigned identical colors. Molecular images
were generated with VMD (43).

Figure 9. Changes in overall helical bending amplitude and direction as a
function of base opening. For each base, histograms are shown for the
relaxed duplex (black), small opening angles, ±50° < Dq < 50° (red), signi®-
cant minor groove opening, Dq < ±50° (blue) and signi®cant major groove
opening, Dq > 50° (green). For thymine, the dotted curves refer to 1 ns
simulations at ®xed opening angles: Dq = ±65° (blue), Dq = 65° (green).
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Conformation lead to the creation of a number of new
bidentate water binding positions between the disrupted
Watson±Crick partners. As Figure 11 shows, for the case of
Dq = 645°, this is associated with a striking increase in long-
lived water binding sites. The majority of these sites are
occupied for >50% of the 150 ps sampling at the speci®ed
opening angle.

Analysis of these sites has enabled us to de®ne the average
bound water positions, which are shown in Figure 12. It is of
note that the presence of such a bridging water molecule has
also been seen in semiempirical quantum mechanical studies
(41) and in crystallographic studies of an open GC base pair
(8). Their existence has also been deduced from NMR studies
of base pair opening to explain exchange rates in the absence
of added catalyst by allowing an indirect proton transfer from
T(N3) to A(N1) (37). These waters, which bridge acceptor and
donor sites on the opening base pair, may be expected to play a
role in stabilizing partially open base pair at rather speci®c
opening angles, and it is tempting to associate some of the
depressions in the free energy curves with such water bridges,
although we have not attempted to investigate this further.

Work is presently underway in the group of C. Griesinger
(Max Planck Institut fuÈr Biophysikalische Chemie, GoÈttingen)
and H. Schwalbe (University of Frankfurt) to determine
whether such structures correspond to intermediate open states
(before imino proton exchange occurs), which explain
observed changes in the width of imino proton NMR
resonances.

Lastly, it is worth remarking that opening beyond ~80°
leads to the formation of a water channel linking the two sides
of the double helix, ®lling the gap left in the base stack. It is of
note that a similar effect has recently been observed in
molecular dynamics simulations of DNA containing an abasic
site (42).

CONCLUSIONS

Base opening can be studied theoretically in a controlled
manner using a simple angular restraint coupled with an MD
umbrella sampling approach. This method allows the free
energy and conformational changes linked to opening to be
calculated for a DNA oligomer while taking into account
explicit solvent and counterions.

The results for a repeating GA sequence oligomer show that
both AT and GC base pairs begin to open with a quadratic
energy regime corresponding to elastic deformation, followed
by a roughly linear regime once the Watson±Crick hydrogen
bonds rupture and progressive base unstacking occurs.
Accessibility calculations show that base opening, as
measured experimentally by guanine or thymine imino proton
exchange, requires ~50° of opening into either the minor or
major grooves. Although both routes are energetically

Figure 11. Water distributions sampled during 150 ps around partially
opened AT and GC base pairs. Minor groove openings are shown on the
left (Dq = ±45°) and major groove openings on the right (Dq = 45°).
Colored spheres indicate water oxygen atoms (see caption to Fig. 10).

Figure 12. Bridging sites between the bases of partially open base pairs,
derived from the water clusters visible in Figure 12. Minor groove openings
are shown on the left (Dq = ±45°) and major groove openings on the right
(Dq = 45°). Each water shown is that lying closest to the center of the
corresponding cluster.
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accessible, major groove opening is clearly favored for the
larger purine bases.

The movements of both bases within a pair are generally
coupled until their hydrogen bonding is broken. Although the
effect of opening on neighboring base pairs is minor in the
case of adenine or thymine opening, cytosine opening into
the minor groove, at least for the sequence studied here,
dramatically weakens the adjacent 3¢-AT pair and leads to
coupled cytosine and thymine rotation.

From a conformational point of view, opening can be
produced with only small conformational changes in the DNA
backbones. However, once a base is removed from the helical
stack, the backbones exhibit increased dihedral and sugar
pucker transitions. Only the 3¢-z dihedral shows consistent
coupling to base opening, but this dihedral cannot be used to
drive opening. Opening modi®es the overall structure of the
DNA duplex, leading to enhanced bending into the major
groove and, in the case of pyrimidine opening, to local helical
untwisting.

Concerning environmental effects, partial opening leads to
the creation of long-lived, and potentially stabilizing, water
bridging sites between the originally paired bases. The effects
of counterions on partially open pairs were also seen to be
potentially important, but it is clear that understanding such
effects will require much longer simulations or other
algorithmic approaches.
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